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I ABSTRACT: The paper presents a new yield cñteñon for the transversal isotropy of metal sheets under

!
i

plane-stress
conditions which is an extension of the isotropic yield function proposed by Burzyñski (Burzyñski
W. 1928). Studium nad hipotezami Burzyñski's doctoral dissertation "Study on mateñal effort hypotheses..,
Engng.Trans., 2009, t. 57, nr 3-4, s. 185-2l5). Two additional coefficients have been introduced in order to
aUowa better representation of plastic behavior of metal sheets. The proposed yield condition includes the
influenceof first invañant of the stress tensor and a1sothe strength differential effect. The system of equations
describingthe sheet metal forming process is solved by algoñthm using the return mapping procedure. PIane
stressconstraint is incorporated into the Newton-Raphson iteration loop. The proposed algoñthm is veñfied
byperforming a numeñca1 test using shell elements in commercial FEM software ABAQUS/EXPLICIT with a
developed
VUMAT subroutine. It is shown that the proposed approach provides the satisfactory prediction of
materialbehavior, at least in the cases when anisotropy effects are not advanced. To perform FE simulations of
cupdeepdrawing processes, three independent yield stresses (O"F' O"f, O"fC) are required. Those yield stresses
canbe obtained from: directional uniaxial tensile test, directional uniaxial compression test and equibiaxial
compression
tests. In the paper the formability of two metal sheets are analysed. First the influence of strength
differentia1effect on the cup height profile is shown. Then the compañson between the Huber-Mises-Hencky
yieldcondition and the proposed yield condition is presented.

1 1NTRODUCTION
Theanisotropy of a metal sheet during sheet forming is a combination of the initial anisotropy due
to its previous history of thermomechanical processingand to the plastic deformation during the
stampingoperation. The former leads to symmetry with the orthotropic character while the latter,
caUeddeformation-induced anisotropy, can destroy
thissymmetrywhen pñncipa1 mateñal symmetry and
deformationaxes are not supeñrnposed. Therefore,
modellingof plastic anisotropy itself and its implementationin finite element (FE) code can be complex.
Forpracticalpurposes, the assumption that the change
ofanisotropicproperties during sheet forrning is smalI
andnegligible, when compared to the anisotropy
induced
by rolling and heat treatrnent, has been widely
adaptedin the analysis of sheet metal forming. This
is particularly important for industrial applications,
wherecomputation times are important factors to
consider.In this case, it is convenient to use the
concepts
of anisotropic yield functions and isotropic
hardening.
Finiteelement method is an efficient numeñcal tool
toanalysesuch problems of shell deformation as for

instance the sheet metal forrning processes including cup drawing and stamping. Proper descñption of
mateñal properties is crucia1 for the accurate analysis.
In particular, the anisotropy and asymmetry of elastic range of considered mateñals play an important
role in the finite element simulation. For metal forming analysis many expeñrnental tests are needed to
obtain the proper descñption of anisotropic behaviour
of metal sheets. There are some attempts to account
for both, anisotropy and the elastic range asymmetry, e.g. Plunkett et a1. (2006). However, according to
our opinion, there is stilllack ofworkable descñption
of these effects, which could allow to analyse practical problems effectively .For an anisotropic sheet
mateñal acceptable ca1ibration of an appropñate yield
function requires numerous mechanical testing procedures involving different loading modes such as
directional uniaxial tensile tests and an equibiaxial
tensile or bulge test. Realization of the mentioned
loading modes requires the usage of different testing devices that are not always available. In the case
of sheet mateñals we usually have the yield stress
in uniaxial tension for different angles of loading
directions. For metal sheetswith transversely isotropic
symmetry which are commonly observed it is very
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